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story by Jayne Van Tol staggered formation.  Great job everyone!
photos by Mike Sadlon Our group then took Withlacoochee Trail to 
April 10,2022 Route 41 into Dunnellon.

Following a fantastic mystery ride the day Upon arriving there, Ashton was our 
before, we decided to enjoy the great weather and  managed our four tables; and she did a 
ride to Swampy’s Bar and Grill in Dunnellon. tremendous job. It appeared everyone enjoyed 

Once again, and FINALLY the weather was their food and the food selection was great.
perfect for our ride. We met at the Shell with a total It ranged from Jambalaya, burgers, 
of three cars, 12 motorcycles and one slingshot sandwiches, salads and seafood!  We enjoyed 
with a total of 23 members. watching people swim (Brrrrr....) and kayak on the 

They included  Ralph Lambert, Andy Katz, Paul Rainbow River. That brought up lots of 
and Jane Davis, Bob Campshure, Marion Duncan, conversations about tubing on the river as a 
Mike Schroeder, Mike and Sue Sadlon, Ron Johns, possible chapter outing.
Dan and Barb Lindsey, Fred and Joanne Spoering, After filling up our stomachs we all headed 
Bruce Dix, Jim and Dorothy Serio, Ray and Betty out. Paul and Jane Davis decided to keep 
Gangluff, Ron and Pat Day, myself and Alan. riding enjoying the beautiful weather but rest of 

It was so good to see Lambert back on his bike. us headed home.  
Welcome back Ralph! As always, it was fun getting together with 

I led the ride and we broke Ralph back into the friends.  Looking forward to our next ride.
swing of things in sweep 
position.  

We managed to stay 
together through all the 
traffic lights on Route 200 
thanks to the traffic 
light...God and everyone is 
doing a great job with 
staying together in a 

waitress 
and she

Swampy’s Bar and Grill

Mike and Sue Sadlon are photographed by a 
mystery photographer? Andy Katz and Marion Duncan are deep in 

discussion. 

Three of the four tables the 
waitress manages to serve.

Alan and Jayne Van 
Tol are enjoy 
watching the 
swimmers in the brrrr 
water.


